Polaris trailblazer transmission

One of the most successful quads Polaris has ever produced was the Polaris Trailblazer It was
among the few company all-terrain vehicles that enjoyed more than 15 years of production.
Initially designed as a sport ATV, the Trailblazer did not fully realize this function until its model.
It featured a cc two-stroke engine, automatic transmission, and racy design. It was released to
the market shortly after the Consent Decree and was highly favored by consumers who opted
for a more stable, less hazardous off-road vehicle. Popular with the common folk but a major
upset for the racing community, the Trailblazer attempted to balance function and fun. Whether
the quad succeeded in doing this or not is entirely up to your judgment. Let this guide enlighten
you a bit further before you draw your conclusions. Its overall dimensions were almost like
class vehicles. While some riders did not like this feature, it got the vote of approval from
parents who had their youngsters use the vehicle. The extra weight provided more stability,
which equated to rider safety. Earlier models of the Polaris Trailblazer sported a similar engine
to the Polaris Cyclone models, which had mm carburetors, modified cylinder porting, and
higher-revving pipes. Perhaps, among the more evident differences between the older and more
recent versions of the Trailblazer is that it changed from an air to a liquid cooling system. This
change allowed for the vehicle to have a smaller-sized carburetor. Although a two-stroke, the
quad was never really meant for speed or the roughest off-road trails. But performance
upgrades, reed conversion, and carburetor swaps could turn this four-wheeler into a race-ready
machine. Over time, mechanical changes were done on the TB to improve its transmission and
handling. Front- and rear-wheel travel slightly increased, and fuel capacity decreased. What
remained unchanged was the comfortable riding experience characteristic of any Polaris ATV.
MSRP for models before the year and difficult to find, with obscure resources online. ATVs sold
dirt cheap in auction listings and trader sites are typically those with missing parts or machines
that have sat in the garage too long. Most Trailblazer riders with a secondhand vehicle are
happy with the performance of this cc machine. They find the four-wheeler reliable and
comfortable to ride. But their shared frustration is that it does not feel like a sport vehicle. If you
have a Polaris Trailblazer , parts that you need to watch out for or inspect for potential repair or
replacement are rear carrier bearings, front master cylinder, fuel lines, hubs, and battery. The
turn-key ignition, engine, and pistons are also vital to check, as these components had caused
many headaches for owners when they acted up. Doing this will help tremendously in your
decision-making. In stock form, the top-end speed of a Polaris Trailblazer is 45 mph. There are
modifications that you can do on your four-wheeler to increase its top end. Due to
developments on the quad throughout the years, the Polaris Trailblazer has lost some original
power output. Even the models with their liquid cooling system feel a bit underpowered. Note
that all these stages require clutch kits to ensure that your clutch matches the new RPM levels
and power output for each procedure. Tons of clutch kits are available online and through parts
dealers. But the best kits that you would get your hands on are from professional racing outfits.
They offer roller action kits that guarantee superb acceleration, downshifting, and longevity of
your PVT belt. The Polaris Trailblazer has its fair share of anecdotal problems. Below are the top
Trailblazer issues and their corresponding fix:. While dealing with transmission problems can
be a pain, the troubleshooting steps you need to follow are pretty straightforward. However,
take note of the following when working on these issues:. Polaris Inc. A pioneer of the
snowmobile industry, the firm has carried over its manufacturing practices to produce quality
all-terrain vehicles, motorcycles, and other electric vehicles. The Polaris Trailblazer is a dream
to ride on different terrain. If it gets more aggressive in riding, drivers can upgrade the front coil
spring to heavy-duty or dual-rate ones. Overall, the Trailblazer is a truly great quad that has
more than proven its worth during its year production run. The off-roading community would
not have minded it overstaying a bit longer. Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule
has come a long way from its 1,class predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just
for agricultural applications. Through the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content. It has
a bore-stroke ratio of 72 mm x 60 mm. The engine displacement is cubic centimeters A rear
two-wheel concentric drive system handled by a O-ring chain transfers power from the engine
to the wheels. The gearshift is left-foot-operated. The air intake is standard and attaches to a
plastic water snorkel , preventing water ingestion when crossing streams. The vehicle
wheelbase is Use your rear brakes, especially when riding fast or downhill, to ensure you do not
flip your ATV over. This suspension design lends to the overall turning radius of 5. The seat
height is 34 inches. Dry weight is lbs You can add a speedometer, trip odometer, hour meter,
and a DC outlet to the quad as an option. Front and rear racks are also useful pieces for use
around the farm. Rider Sentiments Most Trailblazer riders with a secondhand vehicle are happy
with the performance of this cc machine. Top Speed In stock form, the top-end speed of a
Polaris Trailblazer is 45 mph. The newer Polaris Trailblazer s now have much smaller ports, a
smaller carburetor, and a low-revving engine, attributing to its conservative power output of 22

HP. Many riders find this figure feeble. This setup works even with the Polaris Trailblazer Match
the new torquer pipe with cylinder porting. Cylinder porting works best not only with the torquer
pipe but also with head machining. Add a top-end pipe. If you want ultimate power output from
your add-on Polaris Trailblazer parts and cylinder porting, it is best to fit your four-wheeler with
a top-end pipe. Not only does it work great with a ported cylinder, but it also ensures that you
do not have any loss of bottom-end torque. Replace the stock carburetor. You may stop at step
3, or you may complete all four stages by doing this last enhancement. That is a HP combined
power gain that you will get as a result. Increasing your ponies by this much will surely make
and cc vehicles eat your dust! Transmission Issues The Polaris Trailblazer has its fair share of
anecdotal problems. Below are the top Trailblazer issues and their corresponding fix: No-Start
Issue. If your engine does not start, it could be due to several probable causes, such as the lack
of fuel, dirt in the fuel lines or filter, plugged tank vent, flooded engine, low compression, the
lack of a spark, or a rusty starter gear. Rectifying this problem could range from something as
simple as adding the required amount of fuel to lubing the shaft to cleaning clogged vents,
lines, and filters or replacing them if deemed uncleanable to repairing your ignition system.
Regularly inspecting your carburetor, ignition, and vent systems for required replacement or
cleanup help prevent this problem. No-Rev Issue. Another common problem with Trailblazer
models is that the engine idles but does not rev up. Check for obstruction in the air intake,
restrictions in the exhaust system, and incorrect carb jetting. A broken throttle cable, ETC
limiting speed, and wrong ignition timing are also other probable causes. To fix, you need to
either replace the throttle cable, follow jetting specifications, adjust ignition timing, or repair the
air intake, ETC, reverse speed limiter, and exhaust system when applicable. Smoke Buildup.
Experienced owners would advise you to inspect your air-fuel ratio and if there is overheating.
A properly functioning cooling system, clean carburetor, proper jetting, proper lubrication of
engine parts, and fuel use with the right Octane rating help eliminate this problem. Squealing
Sound. Start-up issues accompanied by engine noise can be quite tricky and may be easy to
confuse with several probable causes. What is certain is that it is usually indicative of a more
complicated problem. You may notice that your motor does not stay running for long, may seize
up, or could be hard to pull at times rendering your electric starter useless. The resolution to
this is pretty much the same as what you do for a no-start issue or no-rev issue. This video by
Mattgx demonstrates how to resolve transmission problems:. Continue Reading. Skip to main
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